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"Clear Cut" Issue - See Editorial, Page 2
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trustees Boost Tuition $50 Next Fall Vielle Trio Will Present
L Meet Rising Costs Of Operation Novel Concert Saturday
dive next September the the campus and therefore more
I,,,, will advance from $450 pleasant living conditions for stu■ties'"
«d0 a year. >' was announced dents, it will also involve a greater
JLl"\■'■'>' President Phillips for the cost per student.
"
<5 oi the college.
"Even with this further increase
I jisenssing the increase, Dr.
in
tuition, the total cost of a colUnsaid. "As is true of al!
lege
education for Bates students is
I^can colleges. Bates is still
still
substantially below that of
„-illi rising costs of operation
pi
many other colleges," said President
the
increase
in
faculty
salpf<P>,c
Phillips. "This is a direct result of
; during recent years, the adthe
college'* effort to do everything
s have not kept pace with livit
can
to operate at a minimum cost"
. Consequently, higher faclane- are essential. Addition"Moreover, it must be remember
I- iJs arc :ii>o necessary to meet
ed
that a substantial part of the cost
. :i^jitr maintenance and operating of each student's education is not
paid for 'by the student." concluded
Ue a!s" pointed out that next Dr. Phillips. "The income on the
■(tar's student body will contain ap- college's endowment contributes an
Lginiatfiy 775 students as com- additional $105 for each student.
I with the 832 on campus last College education is one of the few
While this decrease in student things still offered at a substantial
|tajv niil make for less crowding on discount from its actual cost."

\Stringfellowship Takes
Run To U. Of London
| William Stringfcllow has been
nrded the Rotary Foundation
(tlkmship, after competition with
indent- from all parts of the
This award carries with it
U tuition and room and board at
Iforeign college for one year. The
fcary national organization will
pay Stringfellow's passage
■ way- and will grant him funds
I cover educational travel withi-i
Icountry which he plans to study.
|Official notification of the award
I be made at the spring confer| ct oi Rotary dabs at Holyoke,
April 25 and 26.
Stringlilow's entry was sponsored by> the
Iwthampton Rotary club. Selector this award is based on an
■bvidual's outstanding work as a
pent and a leader. His record
judged by a committee from
t Northampton district, the state,
i general area, and finally by a
rap of international judges.
1 Attend University Of London

American college students. When
he returns to this country, he will
in turn present the British views
on the same subject.
Has Varied College Career
Stringfellow's college activities,
'began soon after he entered Bates
under a full-tuition scholarship. A
\arsity debater for four years, he
was elected at the end of his junior
year to Phi Beta Kappa and to
Delta Sigma Rho, national honorary
forensic society. In the summer of
1947 he was one of the five Americans who represented the Episcopal
Church at the World Confefence
of Christian Youth held in Norway,
and the Anglican Youth Conference
in England.
Stringfellow founded
the unique "Independent Student*
for Democratic Action" in Lewiston, originated the idea of Political
Emphasis Week, and is an active
promoter of the Student Federalist
movement.

He is vice-chairman of the National Student YMCA and chairman
of
the
National
Intercollegiate
Christian council, a delegate to the
Congress of the United States National Student association, a member of the Youth committee of the
Maine Council of Churches. He
was formerly co-chairman of the
New England Student Christian
Movement. In addition to his position as chairman of the United Student Christian Council, Stringfellov.
|0M of his responsibilities as a has recently been named chairman
|
IK- to travel to the va- of the American delegation to the
*> Engli>li Rotary organizations general committee meeting of the
''ogive them his views on con- World's Student Christian Federatrary problems and projects of tion.

line Bates senior has chosen to
bnd the University of London.
pre he will study in the colleg
economic and political sciences
*r Professor Smellie. Instead of
fcrkint! for a degree, he plans to
research paper on the topic
Impact of Christians on BritPolitics". Following his study in
■don, he intends to return to
Be American law school to con
N his work in this fiekl.

#

*ck Is President Chemical Club
Science Group Initiates Sixteen
li™icer, for the coming year
* fleeted at the April 12 meet
of
Jordan-Ramsdell Scientific
*!■ The new leaders of the
Wife organization
will
be:
S'fcnt, Richard Dick; Vice*presi*"• Allan Ro-,; Secretary-TreasIJ' Rulh Martin; and program

pi-man.

Rol)ert Cor-^

rB°»*»n-M,cMil.a„ Expedition
|ere shown Tvlorn r> .
Sedition went
l» Portland to X0va Scotia> then
1
L°! St L'-r"ce and
Tk V a s
►•to??, ' ''
visited the
t"" '>'ands in Hudson Straits
P

,can °nly be reached in "dead
"dead low" tide. The stuon
fip collected and clas,n
aterial "ever studied before.

■■:

Oswyn Hammond, Alan Kneeland, and Patricia LaFortune, new
officers of the Lawrence Chemical
Society, conducted the initiation of

new members last Tuesday.
The sixteen joining the club were
Anthony Bauza, Donald Buck, Robert Farris, Ruth Fehlau, Lawrence
Fisher, Warren Gilman, Rober:
Greene, Ralph Hoyt, Henry Kelly,
Edward Michaud, James Vetrano,
Blaine Wiley, Samuel Salem and
Leroy Tibery.
All candidates have a two-minute
talk, drinking distilled water as a
penalty for mistakes or pauses. The
second step of the initiation consisted of stunts. Refrehments followed.

'ub Elects Jones

16 the
April 12 meeting of Lc
We F,
rancais, new officers were
^ They include: Robert Jones,
r*»t; Betty Daniels, vice-presi[' in<i Lois Green, secretarvpsurer.

Friday's chapel program will feature the Orphic Society under the
direction of Mr. Waring. Tne
awarding of debating prizes to the
participants in the national recorded debate tournament, originally
scheduled for that date, has been
postponed to April 27.
Lester Smith, retiring alumni secretary, will speak Monday.

el
>n Pillsbury was appointed
rman
of a committee to arrange
Party at Thorncrag for the
Inch ai
"l Spanish Clubs. It was
piced that money has been College Classical Clubs Meet
L *-ARE to j,uy a package for
A meeting of the Classical Clubs
**ch fa„,i|y_ Xhe remainder of of the four Maine colleges is to be
°l?ram consisted of an original held in the Women's Union at 2
I 'i!!i[
songs.
p. m., Saturday, April 23. Papers
''»g officers are: Richard will be read, followed by a discusr an
[( ' - President; June Gillespie, sion of the classics.
Anyone interested in the classic?
H^'dent; and Betty Daniels,
will be welcome at this meeting.
• Urv-treasurer.

'

Urge Students To Pay
Campus Chest Pledges
Solicitors have collected $1,140 of
the $2,850 pledged to the Campus
Chest during the all-college drive
last November.
June Gilespie, chairman of the
Campus
Chest Committee, announced last week that the Red
Cross and Community Chest had
already been paid their allotments
of the fund. Half of the $1,700 earmarked for the World Student Ser
vice Fund has also been paid.
Amounts designated for the Winthrop YMCA camp fund and the
Bates DP student have yet to be
collected.
"We hope to have $500 on hand
to donate to the support of nex>
year's DP student," said June. "But
the slow rate of collecting on
pledges is discouraging."
The apportionment of Campus
Chest funds, as finally agreed by the
Christian
Association.
Student
Council, and Student Governmen?
Board, is as follows: World Student Service Fund $1,700, DP student $500, Community Chest $275,
camp fund $200, Red Cross $50. All
money collected beyond this $1,725
total will also go to the DP student.
The new and retiring CA, Stu-C,
and" Stu-G presidents will meet this
afternoon to discuss plans for next
.year's Campus Chest drive.

Mirror Staff
Orphic Group Presents Finishes Work
Friday Chapel Program

C

Music of the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance will be presented by
the Veille Trio in the Little Theatre, Saturday, at 7:30 p. m. The concert is a part of the George Colby
Chase Series, open to the public.
The trio includes two alto vielles
played by Franz Siedersbeck and
Beatrice Dohme, and a tenor and
contra-tenor veille oiayed oy Werner Landshoff. Du Bose Robertson,
tenor, is also featured on the program.
The historical concert will feature music written from the 13th to
the 14th centuYy when songs were
three and four voiced, all of equal
importance. The human voice was
used like an instrument in the music of that period. The vielle is the
predecessor of the violin and was
succeeded in the Renaissance by the
viol and viola da gamba.
The program includes the following selections: "No so yo quien
la descubre", by Babriel; "The
Leaves Have Fallen", Egenolf Songbook; "I Stood One Morning".
Matias Creiter; and "Song of the
Landquenet", Stephan Mahu. Also
the Motet: Salve Regina, by Jacob
Obrecht, and three Chansonas: "Le
jour s'endort", Guillaume Dufay;
Chanson for three instruments; and
Vergine Bella.
Following the intermission the
program will continue with 'En
Trinitatis"; "Io son un pellegrino",
Giovanni da Firenze; Compositione
for three instruments, Jacobo di
Bologna; "O celestial lume", Bartelomeo Brolo; and Estampida.
Raimbaut de Vaqueiras. Also "Mios
fueron", Alonzo de Mondejar; a
Spanish dance, La triocotea Samartin: "Todo me casa", a Portuguese
dance; Song of the Court Jester,
Ein Laeppisch
Mann,
Egenolf
Songbook: a Peasant dance; and
Jesting Song, "Creiner Zanner",
Paul Jofheymer.

May 20 is the date of the prom
ised delivery of the 130-page yearbook, the "Mirror", which this year
has pioneering as its theme, David
Tillson. editor-in-chief, announced
today. Work has been completed
on the book, which is now in the
hands of the publishers, Stobbs
Press of Worcester, Mass.

Grange Hears Debate
Four members of the freshman
debate team were on the program
Friday evening at the Auburn
Grange, debating Federal Aid to
Education.
The affirmative team was composed of Lawrence Kknball and
William Kuhn, while Robert Rudolph and Robert Wealey argued on
the negative side.

Coecfe Take Office

By Subscription

Stu - G Installs New Members;
Walcott Endorses Amalgamation
By Lindy Lindquist

German Student Will
Enter Bates Next Fall
A displaced German student, financed jointly by. the college ana
the Campus Chest fund, will be on
the Bates campus in September. He
is Dietrich von der Luehe of Hesen. Germany.

"With amalgamation on the agenda, this year should prove
to be both an interesting and unusual one for Student Government."
This was the comment of President Rae Walcott following
the installation of the new Student Government Board last
Wednesday evening at the old-new board banquet in the
Women's Union.
"I feel there is a need for amalgamation and I hope that the proposed plan will be an answer to our
problem," continued Kae as she addressed the old and new governments and guests.

According to information received by Mr. Lindholm, he is 23, and
has had some college training. However, he will not be placed in any
Helen Papaioanou, retiring president of the Women's Student class until he arrives r>«-' more sp;- Farewell Remarks
Government, reads the oath to new officers: Rae Walcott. cilic data are found concerning the
The new Board was sworn into
courses he has had, the dean of ad- office by Helen Papaioanou, retirpresident; Martha Rayder, vice-president; Jeanne Pieroway,
missions said.
ing president. In making her faresecretary-treasurer.
One of four children, von der well remarks Helen said, "We have
Luehe served in the German armed tried to emphasize this year the
relationship between
tns
forces during the war. He was a close
houses
and
Stu-G
with
the
desire
prisoner of war in the United States
in 1944 and 1945. and was employea that each girl participate fully in
for a time at the Gerber Baby Food. Stu-G and house activities."
"In an attempt to improve our
Company. In 1946 and 1947 he waPhilip Cifizzari, William Dill, Ar- a prisoner at College Cevenol in proctor system and nomination systhur Knoll, Lila Nichols, William France. Since then, the Office of tem," she continued, "we asked for
Stringfellow, and Elsbeth Thomes Admissions has received un-solicited an evaluation of Stu-G along thes;
are the finalists in the Charles recommendations from such people lines and found that the majority
Sumner Libby Bates Oratorical as Dr. Cameron, head of the depart- of women are satisfied. As a result
Wilfred Barbeau. Hugh Penney. Contest, as the result of tryouts ment of church history at Boston of suggestions we drew up what w.Ralph Perry, and Richard Scott held Monday afternoon.
University, Dr. Joseph Howell of called an advisory sheet. Each wowill be the proctors in Parker Hall
The contest will be next Tuei- the Congregational-Christian Ser- man was asked to nominate candinext year, Mr. Sampson has an- day at 7 p. m. in the Little Theatre vice Committee, and George H. dates for officers and proctors. The
nounced. Both East and West ParPrizes will be $40, $25, and $15. The Booth. Director of Work Camps nominating committee found these
ker will house freshman men.
judges have not yet been an- and Student Exchange of the World very useful and helpful," she reBarbeau and Penney will have
ported.
Council of Churches.
nounced.
charge of West Parker. Barbeau, a
In conclusion, Helen stated, "The
Cifizzari will speak on "One
From the Campus Chest, Bates desire for amalgamation has requirjunior next year, is business manager of the STUDENT and a mem- World", Dill on "Independent Ac- students will pay for the German ed that we honestly evaluate the
ber of the ski team. Penney, who tion", Knoll on "Concrete Democ student's room and board, and the honor system and proctor system.
will be a senior, is chairman of racy", Lila on "Liberalization To- college will pay for his tuition. The Proctoring is unique in that in adReligious Emphasis Week for next day", Stringfellow on "Christianitv administration is now working on dition to being an administrative
year. He also sings with the Choral in Politics", and Elsbeth on "Rock his passage to this country, and he position, it is a personnel job. CoSociety and plays intramural soft- of Wisdom".
is expected to arrive sometime in operative living is in itself an eduball.
September.
cation which is an opportunity to
Perry and Scott will be proctors
perpetuate. Housing assignment.-,
in East Parker. Perry is treasurer
and freshman week programs are
of the Class of '51. Scott is a senior
good illustrations of this."
representative on the Student CounProject Reports
cil. Both men play varsity football,
(Meeting at 6:30 this evening
Following the banquet, project
basketball, and baseball.
The retiring Christian Association
in the Conference Room, RogProctors for the other men's
Cabinet welcomed the new members
er Williams. All men students
dorms will probably be appointed
to their first meeting at Dr. Paintinvited to attend.)
within the next two or three weeks,
er's home last Wednesday evening.
Report by Ray Cloutier,
Mr. Sampson said.
To acquaint the new cabinet with
Amalgamation Committee chairits duties, the old members disman, on plans for all-campus
cussed some current problems and
government.
A
committee
to
recommend
plans confronting the CA.
changes in College Bookstore sales
Consideration of status of
President Nelson Home urged all
procedure for next fall was appointoff-campus
men's representative
old members and especially the new
ed by President William Perham at
on
Council.
the new Student Council's initial
An exhibition of work by Allan members of the cabinet to attend
Appointment
of
standing
meeting last Wedesday evening.
Rohan Crite will open in the 1: the annual O-At-Ka Conference,
sponsored by the New England Stucommittees: Publicity, NSA,
brary Saturday.
Named to the committee were
Liaison.
William Dill and Prescott Harris.
The exhibit, lasting ten days, will dent Christian Movement. O-At-Ka
Burton Hammond, retired Stu-C
include water colors, oils, block will be held at East Sebago June 13
Discussion of STUDENT
member, and Associate Bditor Dick
prints, brush drawings, and sketches to 19. The CA will pay half of each
proposal for extension of unlimdelegate's expenses.
Nair of the STUDENT staff will
for murals.
ited cut privilege.
The executive committee has been
serve as advisory members.
Mr. Crite, well-known for his illustrations of Negro spirituals, will working on the problem of having
Other standing committees apspeak in chapel Monday, May 2, the students take more interest in
proved by the Council Wednesday
planning chapel programs. Any sugon religious art.
are as follows:
His exhibition is being jointly gestions from the student body for
Mayoralty
Campaign:
Robert
sponsored by Town and Gown, the chapel programs will be welcomed.
Corish,
Herbert
Bergdahl,
and
Bates Christian Association, and Home said.
Richard Scott; Freshman .JRules:
The new members were alSo acSt. Michael's Episcopal Church in
Ralph Mills and Jane Kendall Robert Wade and Arthur Koenig;
quainted with the problem of wheAuburn.
were elected president and secre- Commons: Dana Jones and Rich,Mr. Crite has done murals and ther the CA is doing its duty both tary-treasurer of the Spofford Club ard Scott; Chase Hall: Prescott
other work for several churches as an all-college organization com- for the coming year at the monthly Harris; Men's Smokers: Robert
and chapels throughout the coun- posed of all faiths and as a mem- meeting April 12 at Dr. Wright's Corish, William Norris, and Robert Cagenello (advisory); Intratry. Exhibitions of his work have ber of the New England Student home.
murals: Richard Scott; Chape!.
been held in many of the larger Christian Movement, which is traPlans for the club's annual sup- William Dill.
museums and colleges in the United ditionally a Protestant organization.
States 'such as the Boston Museum Members of the cabinet will dscuss per meeting, to be held at the WoRather than delay faculty passage
of Fine* Arts and the Univeritie^ tbis question further at their re- men's Union May 3, were discussed. of the Amalgamation Committee's
treat April 30 and May 1.
Nancy Norton-Taylor, Wiljiam Dill,
of Maine and Nebraka.
plans for an all-college student govTonight the two cabinets will and William Norris volunteered to
Mr. Ctite has published three
erning body,
Stu-C reluctantly
books, two of which are illustra- hold their second joint meeting. make the necessary arrangements okayed the Student Government
Donald Ryder will make a report to It was agreed that members wishtions of Negro spirituals.
Board's request that class presidents
the cabinet on a survey of religious ing to attend must submit their
problems which he and two other names to the committee by April
students have done for their thesis 26. Each member may invite one
work.
guest.
Thurs., April 21: Ball & Chan.
The 13 members present spent
Cake Sale, Chase. Hall Basement,
The Rev. Ellis J. Holt, pastor oi
the
remainder of the evening in a
4-6 p. m.
the
Court Street United Baptist
discussion of manuscripts. Four
Fri., April 22: Maine Debate
short stories, "Just Meant to Be" Church in Auburn, spoke last WedLeague, Chase Hall and Classby Beatrice O'Brien, "Ars Gratia nesday in the second in a series of
rooms. 3:30-5:30 p.m., 7-8 p.m. Ball
Artis" by Alida Wilson, William Holy Week Chapel services.
The Outing Club has chosen the
and Chain Uplift meeting, 2 HaNorris' "The Spanish Dancer", and
Board of Directors for the cominj
Rev. Holt began by saying that
Leon Wiskup's "Two Tickets to
thorn, 7-9 p. rn.
year. They are as follows: Dick
there
is no record of what Jesus
Heaven", a poem and an essay by
Sat.. April 23: Maine Debate Westphal and Edith Pennucci, WinAlida Wilson, and a poem by Ralph did on the Wednesday before Good
League, Chase Hall. 8:30-10:30 a.m. ter Carnival Directors; Al KneeFriday. It is believed, however, that
Mills were presented.
Meeting of Classical Clubs of Maine land and Barbara Chick, Hiking;
he devoted the entire day to prayer,
The next meeting is the supper according to the speaker.
colleges, Women's Union, 2-5:30 p. Colby Johnson and Joan Seear,
m. Chase Lecture Series, Vielle Cabins and Trails; Dave Kuhn party, and the following week the
Continuing, Rev. Holt pointed
Trio, Little Theatre, 7:30 p. m.
and Phoebe Jones, Winter Sports. club will hold its last meeting of
out that it is difficult for most peothe
semester.
Outing Club is going to join the
Tues.. April26: MacFarlane Recple to pray for even five or ten
Intercollegiate Outing Club Associord Concert, Libbey, 8-9. Oratorical
minutes.
ation. On April 29 and 30, there is
Newman Club Conference
Contest, Little Theatre. 7-8.
He concluded that those who proa conference of New England OutTht
second annual Newman
ing Clubs in this organization. Club Conference of Maine New- fess to be Christians might do well
MOVIE HERE FRIDAY
Bates Outing Club is sending two man Clubs will be held at the Uni- to cultivate the discipline of prayrepresentatives,
one man and one versity of Maine, Orono, April 23- er; not by devoting a whole day to
The movie, "Romeo and Juliet"
woman.
The
conference
this year, is 24. Those interested contact Paul it as Jesus did, but by taking a fev
will be shown Friday at 7 p m. in
sponsored
by
Yale
and
Mt. Hol- Cox, Newman Club president, to- minutes each day for prayer and
the Little Theatre. All students inmeditation.
day.
terested 'may attend free of charge. yoke.

Cif izzari, Dillf Knoll, Nichols, Thomes
Stringfellow Are Oratorical Finalists

Sampson Names Four
Men To Proctor Parker

Old CA Cabinet
And New Meet

Stu-C Agenda

chairmen reported on the activities
of Student Government for this
year. Projects and chairmen are as
follows: Special Cases, Florence
Lindquist; College Directories, Rachel Eastman; Freshman Reception,
Frances Curry; Teas and Coffees,
Judith Hawkins, Jeanne Pieroway;
Freshman Debibbing, Martha Rayder and Patricia Dunn; STUDENT
Publicity, Sue McBride; Publicity,
Rae Walcott;
Magazines, Joan
Hutton; Chapel Committee, June
Cunningham;
Women's
Union,
Joan Greenberg; Dining Room,
Catherine Evans; Cocoas, Maxine
Hammer; Freshman Induction Ceremony and Installation of Officers,
Judith Witt; Old-New Board Banquet, Marcia Penniman; Grace in
Dining Room, Mary Gibbs, Marilyn
Deston, and Emilie Stehli; NSA,
Phoebe Jones; Secretary-Treasurer,
Arrolyn Hayes.
Easter Theme
Easter basket place cards and
spring flowers carried out the Easter theme in decorations for the
the union. Marcia Penniman, president of the Women's Union, was in
charge of banquet arrangements.
Old and new board members and
old and new house vice-presidents
were present at the banquet. Guests
included Dean Clark, Student Government advisor, Miss Walmsley,
Mrs. Cross, Miss Abbott, Mrs. Tibbelts, NSA representatives Phoebe
Jones and Genie Rollins, and the
house directors and house fellows.
Betty Daniels and Martha Rayder
were in charge of sending invitations.

Stu - C Committee Will
Investigate Bookstore

Crite Art Exhibit Is On
Display In Coram Libe

Spofford Chooses
Officers At Meeting

not be members of the proposed
executive committee. Stu-G's financial recommendation was not considered at the meetings, as its passage by the Council will not be
necessary for faculty approval of
the amalgamation plans.
The Bookstore Committee's function will be to recommend to Mr.
Ross a book sales system which
will allow for quick and efficient
service to upperclassmen in the
first few days after their return next
fall.
Before appointing this committee the Council heard an explanation of the problem by STUDENT Editor-in-Chief Robert Foster.
Foster set forth the book sales
plan advocated by the STUDENT
last fall, a "cafeteria" system at the
west end of the Chase Hall dance
floor. The Council discussed the advantages and possible objections to
this proposal.
Early in the meeting Stu-C went
through the formal procedure of reinstating the men members of the
joint Stu-C-Stu-G Amalgamation
Committee. These men are Raymond Cloutier, Arnold Alperstein,
Glenn
Kumekawa, and Joseph
Mitchell.

Rev. Holt Talks Goethe Theme At
On Holy Week German Club Meet

Calendar

Outing Club Selects
Board Of Directors

At the meeting of der Deutsche
Verein on Tuesday evening, April
12, tentative plans were made for a
meeting to initiate new members
into -the organization. Anyone having had one year of college German
or its equivalent is eligible for membership. Definite information in regard to this will be available at a
later date.
•
The theme of Tuesday evening's
meeting was the life of Goethe,
since this year marks the one hundredth anniversary of his birth.
Barbara Schenck, Caroline Buschmann, and Barbara Chandler spoke
on various aspects of Goethe's life
and the period in which he lived.
The meeting closed whh the singing
of German songs.
Among them
were some whose words were wrtten by Goethe.
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Pledge To A DP
uiet.ich von der Leuhe, a 23-year-old German "displaced
peiSuD , xvill enter Bates next fall.
On student request, his tuition has been waived by tha
administration. V on der Luehe will be able to meet some of
ms other expenses by working part time. We students, by our
Campus Chest pledges, have assumed responsibility for our
guest's room and board.
But less than half of the amount pledged to the Campus
Cliest has been collected so far.
Clearly it is up to us to take care of our end of the bargain
by paying our dorm representatives the money pledged.

"Clear Cut" Issue
How many classes does that fabulous creature,.the unlimited
cutter, cut?

Spanish Club Sponsors Fiestaiw
"The Book Shelf" Is Theme Of Espanol Evening At Chase On apt'
2
The Modern Dance Club Recital

Pete'd Pvueta/d

If you've noticed a pungent odor
permeating the air lately, fear not
. . . everyone has 'been accusing
everyone else of not washing, but
By Betty Dagdigian
it is merely the Androscoggin givTo any bystander, interested or
ing off the fragrance of fish scales
and the mill chemicals during the otherwise, it is hard to point out
warm weather - - any possible connection ^between
dancing and books. They seem to
Our boy Willie Barbeau is cerhave nothing in common at all. In
tainly an enterprising young man
- - - invited a girl of the opposite fact, they are usually consiuered as
sex out to supper, and had her pay the opposite poles for weekend ac
the bill - - - seems that his wallet tivities.
It would seem, then, that it must
had taken wings - - - boy | was his
require much effort and imagination
face red
'
to reconcile the two in such a way
Then there's the one about a that their glaring conflicts are foiboy who added insult to injury
gptten. The spring recital of the
went over to a dorm where the Modern Dance Club which is being
girls' room was right off the reheld on May 6 is trying to do this.
ception room
borrowed a knife
The title of the program is "The
from them
and then used it to
Book Shelf" and the numbers are
remove the number from their door
interpretations of themes that might
while they were not looking
be found represented among the
Herkimer, the turtle in Frye hooks of any well Stocked library.
Street, has a new roommate - - The program ranges from numher name is Willimena - - - they bers based on nursery rhymes to a
don't seem to be hitting it off too treatment of the race prejudice
well, ignoring each other as much theme. The musical section of the
as possible
library is based on some of the
Also among the animal news we South American rhythms.
have an obituary
Hugo, MarPoetry is represented by Amy
shall Solomon's goldfish passed Lowell's "Patterns". The dance will
away last week
all his little be accompanied by the reading of
fathers watched over him with an- the poem by Natalie Conncrs. Folkxious solicitude, ministering to his lore will also be interpreted by the
need - - - even tried psycho-analy- group. Accompaniment for the numsis - -'- alas, to no avail
he died bers will be the piano and some
of loneliness
and he has since choral singing.
been replaced by Hugo II and
The Modern Dance Club is an orIII
ganization of men and women interested in this form of interpretive
Lots of kids on the sick list this
dancing. The men's division of :he
week - - - Dot Webb at C.MG with
no more appendix, Webb Brokelman just emerged from the infirmary, and Bob Stone who will remain
in the infirmary for a few more
weeks
we hope they all will be
better as soon as possible

There's a certain boys' dorm
The present system grants unlimited cuts to students who
which is situated near a certain
in the previous semester had quality point ratios of 3.600 or
;irls' house - - - and people were
letter. Why not give a greater number of the high ranking
racticing up on their Morse Code
students a chance to demonstrate that they too want to get
r.e night, using study lamps as matiieir money's worth out of the college? The present limit of
hinery - - - everything went fine
three cuts per course per semester often serves as a goal rather intil the serenading started - - than a limit. The cut book for this semester indicates that hen the lights went out.
when the goal is removed there remains little motivation to
See you behind the eight-hall - - take any unnecessary cuts.
Miss Cue
We propose for consideration that the unlimited cut list be
extended to include all sophomores, juniors, and seniors with
quality point ratios of 3.400, preferably also those with 3.200
averages. We believe that this change would bring about at
least three desirable results:

By Raymond Sennett
In this spring of 1949, four years
after the surrender of an utterly
smashed Reich, our German policy
is almost as. bankrupt as when we
began the occupation. The US, who
should have done most to lead the
way to a democratic Germany, has
done the least. Of course we have
done a good job in restoring some
degree of stability and order out of
chaos, we have done an excellent
job in feeding the Germans, and, as
military governments go, our occupation forces govern as well as, for
instance, the German army governed France. Industry has staged a
rather remarkable comeback, all
factors considered, especially since
the currency reform. The real issues
haven't been touched yet, namely
the economic and political future of
Germany. Nothing has been decided
as to what shape the new Germany

1.
Most important, a larger unlimited cut list would grant
individual responsibility to a greater number of the students
who have shown by their marks, the only formal criterion
available, that they can take such responsibility.
L

Speaking before the Augusta Kiwanis Club during spring
vacation, President Phillips stated that the classroom program
alone trains few leaders. In addition to intellectual capacity, he
said, leaders must develop, among other things, willingness to
accept responsibility. Dr. Phillips went on to say that this
characteristic could be encouraged through extra-curricular activities. We submit that a larger unlimited cut list might also
encourage responsibility.

Teacher-Barometer
2. An increase in unlimited cutters would provide a more
effective barometer of teacher-competence in the classroom.
Instead of 50 unlimited cutters, there would be 100 or 150 students so privileged. The number of classes cut by these students
would afford the instructor a thumbnail sketch of just howvaluable his lectures and other class activities are to the high
ranking students — the very students who have shown by
their marks, the only criterion available, that they want to get
their money's worth out of the college.
If attendance were poor, the instructor would know that he
should improve his methods. If attendance continued to be
poor, the .administration would know that perhaps a better
man should be located.
Greater Incentive
3. Another desirable result of the change we propose lies in
the fact that the unlimited cut privilege could be attained at a
lower level of marks. This would provide a larger number of
students with greater incentive toward high grades. Young
people like the independence of individual responsibility. The
privilege, not the cuts, would be their goal.
This then is our proposal. We hold that, in college, as many
students as possible should be granted the independence and
consequent responsibility which sooner or later they are bound
to face as graduates. This is an important part of true^education.
•
t
We earnestly solicit letters to the editor on this subject.

Wray is dancing a solo, "Lonesome Man", and Dana Jones is do-

Dancers Rehearse

ing a duet, "Sweet Betsy From
Pike" with Barbara Muir, the club
president.
The girls taking part in the recital
are Jane Waters, Jean Gillespie,
Minnie Chiotinos, Grace Ulrich,
Lois Foster,
Rachael Eastman,
Marjorie Hobart, Shirley Freeman,

End Past Mistakes In German Reich;
Restore The Nation To A Solid Basis

Encourage Responsibility

The only reason we can think of that the average high ranking student would want to cut very many classes is that the
particular classes in question are a waste of his time. This
brings us to a second desirable result of extending the unlimited
cut list.

Wade, and John Markham.

Politics Preferred

The Women's Student GovernIf statistics don't lie, he takes fewer cuts than other students ment had a banquet last Wednesday
are allowed.
for the old and new boards - - A visit to the cut book last week revealed that, providing lobsters were the order of the day
and mighty delicious ones they
he continues cutting at the pace he has'set thus far, this semeswe wish Rae all kinds of
ter's unlimited cutter will have taken 13.4 cuts by the time were
success during the coming year - - finals roll around, fewer than the 15 cuts other students are
Poor Mr. Andrews had a hot time
permitted.
in class the other' day - - - seems
According to Dean Rowe, a case by case examination last
that he had a pocket full of keys
year showed that the students on unlimited cuts '"adhered to
and strike-anywhere matches - - the spirit of the privilege". "It's not the high ranking students
he was fiddling around in his pockwho abuse the cutting privilege,'' he said. "It's the people on
ets and started a conflagration
the other end of the scale."
much to the surprise of the students
- - - and himself.
Extend the Privilege

Some say that these high ranking students would abuse their
new privilege and their marks would suffer. To this we reply
that the student with two A's and three B's or one A and
four B's is for all practical purposes just as conscientious as hisclassmate with three A's and two B's. And we have ahead)
observed that the latter has, by and large, not abused his cutting privilege. The few students who would injure their grades
by excessive cutting would learn by experience a lesson more
worthwhile than is contained in a whole semester of class
recitations. •

clubs new this year, and has seven
members taking part in the recital.
They are Wendall Wray, Arnold
Alperstein, Dana Jones, Richard
Zakarian, Robert Jones, Robert

By Anza Blaisctll
Carnations - a mock bull fightand Rita Stuart. Miss Rowe of th.- ,he smashing Bobcats - Spanish
Physical Education department is dances — an evening complete from
the director of the group.
tortillas to encillados is on the
The club usually has a recital agenda for Saturday, April 30, from
every two years. During the inter- 8:30 to 11:30 p. m.
It will be Fiesta time at Chase
vening years it takes part in the
Hall as the Spanish Club, newly or
program of the Pops Concert.
The recital is being held at the ganized this year, presents its big
project under the direction of Mrs
Powers and chairman Judith Witt
Prizes for the most appropriate
ensembles will be awarded — and
who knows what one might receive
at a Spanish dance, perhaps even a

Alumnae Gym on Friday evening,
May 6, at 8:15. Tickets are being
issued although there is no admission charge. They may be secured
at the college store on April 20, and
will be available until April 27. All
students are requested to secure
their tickets by that date.
ern Europe. All real authority would
continue to rest with the occupation chiefs. Such a situation is completely unworkable.
Battle Ground

lace .mantilla.
You will want to wear your most
exotic outfit — that means perhaps
a peasant blouse and hoop skirt or
a broomstick one with a wide belt
for the gay senoritas, and a white
shirt,, dark trousers, and a flashy
red sash for the dashing senors.
Ferdinand
Hilarious entertainment in the
form of a mock bull fig*t complete
with costumes has been prophesied.
The participants will be battling
windmills with the enthusiasm of a
Don Quixote. This should prove to
be an amazing occurrence — a bull
at a dance.
Senorita Rowe, besides preparing for a modern dance show early
in May, has been coaching fou."
couples in the art of tripping the
light fantastic in the true Spanish
style.
Such light-footed folks as Richard
Zakarian, Minnie Chiotinos, Sylvia
Stuber, Walker Heap, Arnold Alperstein, Mary Frances Turner,
Daniel Cloutier. and Jean Gillespie
will dance a rhuntba, a samba, a
tango, a conga, and a Spanish waltz.
The monetary fee per person is
38 cents plus 12 cents tax. This will

A, an added attract jlin
orita will be presented ' **
nation for her tresses
'
Norma Chaffc- |,as (.
g
decorations. She au„.
n> ' "*« ,
to i.
couple of large ,!rawi
S
fighters and is trying ,Q *(
artistic talent 0f i»a„, en|'sti
,
''•Tljarj r ^
in her enterprise.
There are all
W
tions one might ,
et
freshments are a la c
Philip Cifizzari has charr"01
Publicity has al-,,„i
Wi
will continue und
(; «*ge j,
tage's direction will,
stunts.
An ingenious i.lea ■"■ r
K4l
was suggested b
■' "ne °f ft, I
ish Club member-. |,u, WJ<
e.l. A real honest-to-^'
with "bull" horn-. |a■!,„ wi.h'-'
priate posters and deeorai
I
going to be procured a;.
I
around the outside <.j u,t (^V
a very fertile idea »k»t*j
meet with the
I
■ d
cerned.
Committee head- workj,
Judith Witt are George i '
on publicity. Philip Cifiny '
freshments, June Gillespie,
of the bull fight, and Al p
on costumes, Robert Ca«.
in charge of music, and \
Chaffee is organizing the fa
I
tions.
The Spanish Club certain.
serves credit for presenting a
complete with trimmings in jt.
year, and only needs
port for the success oi it; ^
Challenge of the week: Ca:
identify the dancing bull?

Germany is now a battle ground
between East and West. She will
go with whoever gives her most.
By Phill Gordon
We must take advantage of this.
Culturally Germany's ties are with
the West, but if Germany thinks
The village is busy getting the is on Thursday. April 21, t'r.o
she can get more from an alliance
traditional
spring
housecleaning meeting this week will be Mj
with Russia she will go to (he East.
underway. 'Tis the time to dust be- Friday, April 11. in Ilathorn]
A tie-up between Germany and
hind those pictures, and to vacuum trance on the chapel side).
Russia is not a pleasant thought.
under the rug. The children are Mark Crowley will be the .-pti
having a great time now that thev Cake Sale
Restoration
can spend the day in the sandbox
The cake sale is scheduled]
To make matters more confusing that the Ball and Chain Club built
Thursday, April 21, dot
Britain wants to socialize Germany. last year with the aid of Comrade
Past Mistakes
Chase Hall from 2 to 4 p. m
America wants to restore big busi- Corish's slave laborers. The mothcakes are guaranteed to be go
At Yalta and Potsdam American ness and all out capitalism. No one ers seem to be happy to get the
home baked. Brides' cakes
policy-making was still influenced Beau to have thought of consulting young fry out from under their feet
specially designated. The pr«
by the fantastic Morgenthau plan German opinion. Some sort of mod- Thesis-Typing
will be used to give the gradia
for a pastoral Germany. At Pots- erate socialism such as Sweden enHaving spent over two weeks in members of Sampsonvilh
|
dam we laid the groundwork for joys is probably best suited to Ger- the hospital we have slipped up on send-off party.
war between Germany and Poland. man needs and desires if the some of the news. Plus letting the
Spencer French turned up
We agreed to deprive 12,000,000 strength of political parties is t thesis fall .behind.
Speaking oi at Sampsonville last week wi&|
people of their homes and give ter- fairly accurate opinion barometer. theses, many of the wives are typ- being accompanied by Jack or I
ritory to Poland that has been Gering them for the seniors; many a Seems he has been lonesome a
To go off the deep-end we should
man soil for more than a thousand
late candle is burning to meet the moving away, and he wanted to I
years. We saddled Germany with a tell the Germans we are agreeable deadline. Cathy Doe and Audrey a private vi-it with David Dri«
hopeless reparation burden, agreed to a restoration of Germany as she Norris are experts at it by now; and Jerry Johnston. John Dri*
to dismantle much of Germany's existed in 1937, including Austria both have clone two or three, and got him back home just vrhen <|
industry that could not be working ^provided the Austrians desire such "Honors" too. Fran Blanchard -is ried Jack and Dot were getti
for European recovery, and drove a union. We must permit Germany sticking it out on the keys getting ready to call the aid of the poSj
the Germans from international sea freedom of the seas and air and re- Lindy's 220 page volume com- His parents say that ?:iencer is
move all restrictions of commercial pleted.
and air commerce.
treading the straight and narroi
fleets.
A new and very helpful business Furniture On Sale
We cannot occupy and subsidize a
has started here: Mrs. Packard of
For those of you wno arei
We must permit Germany unlimpauperized Germany forever. How
Bardwell House is operating a Nur- married and are to live in 1
anyone can believe democracy will ited industrial production and per- sery School in the mornings from
-onville next year, there ar.*
thrive in these conditions is diffi- mit them to have such military 9 a. m. 'til noon. Cost $4.00 a week
good buys on furniture and*
cult to understand. When Germany forces as are necessary for internal for those interested — this includes household goods. There arei
assumes her place among the na- security purposes. To allay the fears supervised play.
twenty families leaving in Jufcl
tions she will hardly be willing to of Germany's neighbors internationhave some of the names oi pq
Wives' Meeting
live under the artificial economic al inspection teams under the UN
Because the Faculty Round Table desiring to sell things.
restrictions of Potsdam that make could be stationed in key German
cities to make certain that Gerher one great slum.
many wasn't building a war maCool Reception
chine. The time has come to restore
Germany to her old position of
ICE CREAM
The recent proposals of the WestDRUGS
CHEMICJ
equality among the major powers of
Reopened
- Remodeled
ern powers for a West German the earth.
BIOLOGICALS
state got a cool reception from all
Parlor Open Daily
walks of German life. It is not sur10 A. M. to 10 P. M.
4 Registered Pharmacol
prising considering that under this
Courtesy
Quality
Service
Banana Splits - Sundaes
plan the German leaders would be
MAIN ST. at BATES ST.
abject puppets carrying out the will
You've Tried the Rest,
56 Elm St.
Lewiston
of the allied masters. They would
Now Try the Best
Tel. 2-0885
Tel. 3-0031
have just about as much freedom
as Russia permits the state 'of Eastwill take. Meanwhile time marches
tin and is snatching the decision
from our hands. France and Russia
alone of the Big Four powers have
followed consistent aims. France
has continued the negative policies
of the 20's in attempting to keep
Germany down by any and all
means, Russia picked up where she
left off in 1933.' The combined efforts of these two nations led to
Hitler two decades ago.

News From Sampsonvilk

GEORGE ROSS

"Why not give me some? You've got plenty of others."''
(See Editorial)

permit one
" ('"J°y the .
Cagenello's
show.
And Flowers

R. W. CLARK C|

SAM'S

Original Italian Sandwich

THEATRES

EMPIRE

STRAND

Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
"ENCHANTMENT"
- with -

Sun., Mon., Tues. - Apr. 24, 25, 26
"PORTRAIT OF JENNY"

Fri. and Sat. - April 22 and 23
Desert Vigilantes
Charles Starrett-Peggy Stewart
Whiplash
D. Clark-A. Smith

- with Jennifer Jones
Joseph Cotten

Sun., Mon., Tues. - April 24-25-26
Fighting Fools
Bowery Boys
June Bride - Montgomery-Davis

David Niven-Teresa Wright

ULk:ki i- ■;. W?FB —r; rr i; ,-, ti -.,,

WARDS
WARD BROS

"YOU'RE A

clothes at WARD BROS."

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE'

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
COLLEGE SERVICE

LEWISTON — MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates StudenOI

SWEETHEART"

Alice Faye
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.,
April 24, 25, 26, 27
"KISS IN THE DARK"
Jane Wyman

For That .•. .
EVENING

*•* ~

INCOHCOHATKO

<V9

mmtgmm 4 ruwxu
Agent: Marge Lanka
E. Parker Hall

David Niven

SNACK

Ray's I.G.A. Store
'She's well dressed ... she buys her

Tel. 2-9145

AUBURN

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
April 20, 21, 22, 23
Strange Mrs. Crane - Lord-Shayne
"IT
AIN'T
HAY"
Man From Colorado
Glenn Ford-William Holden
Abbott & Costello
Wed. and Thurs. -April 20 and 21

April 20, 21, 22, 23

268 Main St.

Three minutes From Campus

<3% SbncL
^FLOWERS
By Wire

95 ELM ST.
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Phone 2-5612

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St.

The Marvin Hotel Lounge|
Terry Scanlon
Six Feet of
Scintillating Songstress

Ill

■'!■ ■■

<?3
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pondmenEdged By Colby LOIn
Baseball Hopes Rest On These Men Frosh Beat Eddies And So. Portland
inhibition; Pitching Dominates
By 6-1 Scores; McAuliffe Shines
By Joel Price

Tl„. '-19 edition of the Bobcat pas,.:.mr- was unofficially unveiled Satin an exhibition tilt with
co*y the defendng champs. The
by virtue of a single counter
the eighth stanza, squeezed out
1-1) triumph over the Pondmen.

i urday

[

righthanders Wayne Lago and
'Dave Leach, the Cats showed two
rtod hurlers. Burly Lago twirled
inies of shutout ball, during
lime he permitted but three
hit-- I'1 ""' 'hree and set down six
;rikeoul route. He display
jigood
variety of deliveries an 1
|a
]n

will be the Garnet bellwether. Sidearming Leach worked the final
three frames, allowed one run on a
smgle hit, claimed two strikeout victims and walked four. It was in the
Utter department that Dave met his
downfall, for a one base blow by
George Wales combined with three
successive bases on balls, one i,tenltonal, produced the game's lone
tally.
The Garnet was woefullv
weak offeusi».ly. This may be adjudged by ,he fact (hat ,Cn different players whiffed a total of seventeen times. Reliable Norm Parent
was the sole regular not victimized

By John Davenport

•mprovement must be made in this
department if the Pondmen expect
to achieve many diamond successes.

For Coirb* it was Roy Loaf and
Frank Gavel who, fusing their talents, turned in a fine five hit whitewash jbb. The Cats actually outhit
the Mules, six to four, but to little
avail. Bates had five scoring opportunities, but capitalized on none. In
the initial frame an error and a
base on halls went by the wayside
as
did
successive
singles
by
"Wimpy" Larochelle and Nick Valoras in the second. A solid douhle
by
Norm Parent in the third also
l-y the strikeout spree. Certainly an
went for naught as did a single and
a stolen base hy Shirley Hamel in
the fifth. In the final stanza, a bloop
single by John Huston, a wild pitch,
an infield error and a stolen base
put two runners in scoring position, but Shirley Hamel missed a
ley. Quentin N. Hall, Jean H. HaTthird strike to end the ball game.
ris, George A. Kanna, Fred B. Phillips, Lawrence H. Quinvby, John
Norm Parent looked excellent beSevigny.
hind the plate and should have a
good year in store for him. FieldTrack Letters
ing gem of the clay was contributed
Clayton C. Curtis, Nelson O. by rightfielder George Wales of
Home,
Arthur ' P. Hutchinson. Colby who raced in to make a glitHugh Mitchell. Harold W. Moores tering shoestring snare and an acMerrill B. Nearis, William A. Saw companying tumble of Bill Cur.yers.
nane's bid for an extra base blow
Track Numerals

start the '49 baseball season last tion.
week. In these two games the Bob-

Richard S. Bellows, Nathaniel A.
Boone, Benjamin F. Dudley, No-man D. Hammer, Eugene L. Harley, John H. McDonald, John W.
Small, Paul C. Walker.

Skiing Letters
This weekend, track will again reS. Azinger, Kenneth S.
, John R. Creim, Dana Jones, Rus- turn to Garcelon Field as both the
I
Francis R. Berry, Norman sell M. Woodin.
frosh and varsity open the 1949
If. Brackctt. George L. Cory, Fred- Skiing Numerals
spring season. Friday afternoon at
|
V Douglas. Benjamin F. DudDonald Peck, manager.
3:15 the Bobkittens take on Lewiston High School, while Saturday
the varsity will entertain Colby, the
meet probably beginning at 1:30.
Ralph

Intramurals

By Al Dunham
nural activities have beer.
■OR or less at an impasse during
-id time since vacation. The
brains games of the 1949 Intra1 a! Softball season are awaiting,
iie coming of daylight saving
I It, which, barring any changes in
J
ndar, will occur this coming
l&mmlay. Therefore, the first con11 come about on, or about,
. April 25th.
- r those who are not acquainted
the intricate set-up under
''h the softball play is run, a
I outline is in order. Three difllMil games are played simultanrj on each evening of play
arc played at separate cor[ is ot Garcelon Field, this year
being in the corner on the
pjrdwcll street side near the tencourts, a second diamond on
same side of the field up near
| r -a-t-hall diamond, and the thirl
deep left field corner of the
Bttall field. The winning team of
?lay is decided by their won
I l"-t record at the end of the
Ptdtilr. Due to the scarcity of
pings which Garcelon is free to
on, and the briefness of j
iiool year, only one
m
d is played, and in case of a tic
fchy-off is run.

ments, and a little better than two
thirds of the scheduled games were
played.
However, the boys from
South compiled an impressive undefeated record for the games which
they played and were accorded the
1948 championship. If the more-orless springlike weather which we
have been blessed with of late continues there is no reason at all why
the entire schedule shouldn't be
completed this year. The games begin at 6.: 15 p. m. pronto, and barring sudden showers, heavy cloud
formations, or a premature sunset,
at least seven innings of play can
be completed before Ole Sol hies to
another hemisphere.
Thus far there are definitely eight
teams entered in this year's play.
Those teams holding post positions
at this point are the defending
champs from South, plus Middle,
North, Roger Bill. John Bertram,
Mitchell, Off-Campus, and Sampsonville. Plans for the renewal of
the Faculty team arc hanging on
the fire at present, awaiting Mr.
Ward's success in gathering a
-M:I.II! from ranks of the professoriate, et al.

Both squads have been out practicing since the return from Easter
vacation. As usual, there are some
good performers, but a lack of depth
will again hamper the team.
Although weak in the two mile
run, the Bobcats will show reliable
"Red" Home in the mile, while
three finft runners, Moores, Nearis,
and Evans will perform in the half
mile. Bill Sawyers is back for his
last year on the cinder paths and
should have a good year in both the
220 and 440 yard runs. Bill reports
that he is in the best of condition
for the coming season. Don Roberts,
who showed possibilities indoors,
will be the Bobcat hurdler.
Bates has a raft of sprinters who
could' possibly make plenty of
points. Bill Lynn, has shown up well
in practice, both he and Mills looking strong in the 220. Ventrano and
Hutcshinson are possible scorers in
the 100.

In the field events, Hugh Mitchell
will carry most of the load on his
capable shoulders, with a little help
from Lynn and Westphall. Hugh is
pointing for a big season as this is
his last year of competition. Besides
In closing, a gentle reminder that the.weight events, Hugh will probthere is plenty of room near at hand ably do some broad and high jumpto the fields of battle for any and
ing.
all spectators to come over and let
T
It is in the jumping events tha:
| '■<• whole softball play last y^ear evening chow settle while watching
the
Bdbcats have fatal weaknesses
sing
i"" battle with the ele- some fine softball being played.

EAT AT

Taxi Service
Call

^ANGEDAKIS'

4-4066

MODERN
RESTAURANT

Radio Cabs

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bus Service

AT THE SIGN OF
THE LOBSTER

203

ors for the day, clouting a triple
and a single, driving in three runs.
also got hits. Putnam was credited

IN COOL

.

.

.

AIR CONDITIONED

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

NICHOLS TEA ROOM

U LISBON

LEWISTON. MAINE

STREET
Tel. 2.6422

A
HEALTHY
DIET

Orchestra
Every Night

In the South Portland game, Al

Soon the action will be fast ana

Rubin started again, gave up only

furious on the clay courts in back

two hits and a run in three in- of Roger Bill. The candidates for
nings, and walked none. Andy Mac- positions on the tennis team have
Auliffe pitched the remaining four been getting their arms limbered up

Freshman talent is even thinner
than the varsity. Nate Boone should
be able to win just about as he
pleases in the sprints, hurdles, and
broad jump but even the "Englew.ood Express" can't be a wholetrack team by himself. Gene Harley
will run the mile and half mile, but
losses of such men as Hammer and
Harry to the baseball team, may be
near 'fatal to such a small squad as
the freshmen have.
Several freshmen who were not
out for winter track have been
working out, but it won't be until
after the first meet that it will be
posjble to tell how good the freshman team will be this year.

ing team of the previous engagements has loked impressive and will
probably continue without change
with Rubin, McAuliffe, and Quimby sharing the pitching burden.
The

track

squad will

entertain

their favorite opponents Saturday
on

Garcelon

Field.

Unless

the

Colby Mule has effected some miraculous change, the Thompsonmen
should start off the season on the
right foot with a win. Friday wi'l
find the freshman tracksters competing against Lewiston High here
at Bates with the standouts of the
winter season expecting to resume
where they left off.

Norris-Hayden Laundry

fyvicetoK

Colby hitters lunging and off
balance.
Dave
Leach also
turned in a good job in the latter innings. His old trouble,
wildness, still crops up but that
was the only flaw. All in all,
that 1-0 defeat would seem to
augur well for the future.

ments. He allowed no hits, struck with a two-match trip to Boston on
out nine, walked none, and at the April 29. Under Coach Buschmann's
plate he banged out a single, driv- able direction the players have been
ing in a run. Thus the clowning holding practice sessions in the gym
left-hander has pitched six hitless and recently venturing onto the outinnings, striking out fourteen, to side courts as the weather has been
warmer.

this writing.

Returning
year's

70. /*. rf.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

squad

will

from

include

last
Bob

aggregation. Bob looks good so far

By N. Norton-Taylor

and should 'be seeded as number
Spring is really here — at
as far as the AA is concerned.
new season starts this week
the sports are scheduled to
place outdors.

least one man again. Also back in stride
The
will be "Ace" Bailey, who should
and
annex the number two position that
take
he held last spring. Ace is a very

The courts should be ready anytime now for tennis. Jack Frost optimistically lined them last week.
Play on your own and keep track
of the time for credit. Jean Nausis in charge of this sport.
It'll be "batter up and moxe back
the fences" come any Monday and
Wednesday afternoon over behim'
WLB at 4:15. Peg Reynolds will be
on hand to organize softball. If the
West Parker gang up at Thorncra?
last Saturday were any indication,
there must be lots of hidden talen'
among the "weaker" sex. Sis Smith,
for instance, was putting them over
with a lot of stuff.

The Freshmen have been turning
Come one, come all ye Wilhelin some good ball with their pitchmina Tells with your sharp shooters producing in amazing fashion.
ing eyes over to Rand field for arThe hitting has also been timely so
chery Tuesdays and Fridays at 4:15.
that few runners are wasted.
Grace Ulrich is in charge and promNote that the track meet is
ises a tournament after you've hid
here and not at Colby as it is
some practice.
listed on the new schedules.
Just to make it legal, it has now
Colby's field is not expected to
been formally voted by a majority
be in condition for use by the
of the members of WAA to have a
weekend.
representative of the town girls on
the governing board.

Reasonable Rates

lettermen

Strong, the number one man on the

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Efficient Work and

for the spring matches that begin

frames, scintillating in all depart-

s4lMUtcl

Although the baseball team was
With this week the spring ath- beaten last Saturday, there is plenty
SPORTS FOR THE WEEK
letic program of the Garnet shifts of room for hope. Colby is the degears and gets into high. Only the fending champion and has had the
Friday
golf and tennis teams will have to benefit of competition already this
Bates at Northeastern, baseball
year, due to a southern trip during
wait to begin competition.
Deering at Bates, baseball
which they played teams like the
The varsity baseball team, with United States Naval Academy. In
Lewiston at Bates, track
its two exhibition games behind it contrast, this was the first time the
Saturday
will officially launch its regular sea- Pondmen had actually played and
Bates at Tufts, baseball
son play with its "southern" trip on the number of times they had been
Colby at Bates, track
Friday. Northeastern will be the op- outside could be counted on one
hand. In such a light, the fact that
ponent on that day and the next
Tuesday
the Bates hitting was weak can
day the team will move over to eneasily be overlooked for the time
Portland at Bates, baseball
gage Tufts. The quality of these being for it takes any club to hit
two teams is unknown at this poin* its batting stride.
although
they probably will have
this season. Mitchell and Baxter
The basis for hope lies in the
will do the high jump but the broad more experience behind them.
performance of the pitchers.
jump and hurdling talent is thin
Wayne Lago looked very imThe powerful frosh aggregation
and there is no pole vaulter at all.
pressive in his mound stint and
will entertain Deering here on Fii
It is in a few events like these that
seemed to have the situation in
the Bobcats lose so many points day and the following day will play
hand at all times. His stuff was
host to Portland High. The starland so many meets.
breaking visibly and kept the

valuable man to the club and look*-,
in good form. Warren Stevenson,
another veteran, may have a struggle in capturing the number three
slot vacated by Stan Gould. Vying
for this spot will be several sophomores who didn't have a chance to
exhibit

their wares

last

year as

freshmen. The battle will find Bob
Greene, Bob Lapointe, Mike Stephanian, and

Don

Russell

pushing

Steve to the limit. Especially impressive in

the practice tilts ha=

been title Bobby Greene who shows
a good stroke, a hard slam, and a
wicked chop shot.
Since the schedule of the tennis
team first appeared on this pag."
two more matches have been added,
accounting for the April 29th starting date. At that time the squad will
meet Harvard at Cambridge and 01:
the following day will engage the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. These additions give the netmen a ten game schedule including
the State matches.

SPALDING

Cash or Charge Basis
Agents
Hugh Penny

George Disnard

' "°)iS IS MY*—~N
9366* SHOT/*)
^GOPicKrroor <

BOTANY

STERLING
for fine homes

RAMBLER
KM

A place setting costs as
little as $24.50 including 20% Federal Tax.
Also Patterns by Towle, InternaGorham,

Reed & Barton,

»

~

THERE'S A GRAND
ASSORTMENT OF
THEM RITE NOW at

$1.00

WHAT ABE TUB O0O8
ASAWST A KOUMM-OME P
IN 14 YEARS OF THE KY
WBRID TELBORAM ttXMfOHE

Cyp

TIES
LATELY?

Towle, Sterling
. A dependable quality,
will add great beauty to
your home. Get a few
pieces at a time . . .

1.50 2.00

^ /»

iwenEy 46,830

SHOTS HAVE BEEM TAKE*
AMD 5 ACES RESULTED.....

GflfcYA

™*r'sa3G6Tol/

Improve your gome in '49
with these new Spalding Golf
Clubs. Precision weighted
for power with a choice of

lighter, stronger shafts.
Spalding golf balls offer a
selection for every type of
player.

Lunt ft Wallace at $24 JO place setting (tax included).

Expert Watch Repairing
NOW UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

By Ralph Cate

with a RBI.

two»- p

Lewiston

ELM HOTEL
LOUNGE

Netmen Ready For Trip
To Boston On April 29

Berry, Putnam, Phillips, and Ladd

L«4K>CHSUF

tional,

^nuin Specials...

this spring.

Frank Dudley took batting hon-

.

NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME AND SPORT
274 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON, MAINE
PHONE 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodeau - Alfred J. Thibodeau - Edrick J. Thibodeau

ALLEGE STREET

MacAuliffe fanned anced, .spirited, and competent ball
five out of the six men he faced. club which should 'be running up
an impressive string of victories
Rubin was the winning pitcher.

SoMrnviLif-p

GOSSELIN'S
G
#0CERY
S?G SANDWICHES
[ ***% Al! Beverages
*"/ A. M. to Midnight
' °ays A Week

and

the Garnettes.

FINE FOODS

H

Ladd,

In the Edward Little contest, Al and Quimby, and a tower of
Rubin, Larry Quimby, and Andy strength named Dudley back of the
MacAuliffe pitched hitless ball for bat. Coach Huether has a well-bal-

for

177 Main St.

Douglas,

though they had only a few weeks of Hammer, Berry, and Putnam, a
of practice.
mound staff of Rubin, MacAuliffe,

ftWV~?CF

PLAZA GRILL

For INSTANT

Phillips,

finesse of a well-seasoned club, al- Wettlaufer, a dependable picket line

Baseball, Track Teams
Colby Trackmen Here In Action This Week
Saturday; LHS Friday
By Art Hutchinson

With a strong infield combination

kittens displayed the strength and of

#AHEI»T<-:C

23 Men Awarded Letters For Winter
Season; 22 Numerals Also Given
Ti„. athletic office has released
I ,he following list of award winners
j, sports for the 1948-49 winter seaIsoo. Thos« winning letters will re
Rates sweater while those
j ,:
numerals will get the;r
[.■.- letters.
Lawrence A. Bailey, Leon C.
I Bbckmor.. Robert J. Carpenter,
Clendon E. Collins, Richard
;.
Crona" Leroy M. Faulkner, Burhen fl- Hammond. Robert E. L:iLiite. Ralph T. Perry, Richard A.
\. William Simpson, AltxR Somerville, Robert R.
S . and G. Daniel Reale, manager.
| Basketball Numerals

Stan Ladd, Fred Phillips, Dick

The frosh diamond crew notched Berry, and John Wettlaufer got two
a couple of 6-1 victories, over Ed- hits apiece, the first three including
ward Little and South Portland, to a double in their afternoon's produc-

Barnstone-Osgood Go.
JEWELERS - SILVERSMITHS
50 Lisbon Street
Tel. 4-5241
Lewiston, Maine

i

FRANK'S
STOLQffOlQ

205 MAIN STREET

MEN

LEWISTON

THE NEW BOWLAWAY ALLEYS
* *mm-*
^- . WWTc.TflN
108 MIDDLE STREET, LEWISTON

PHONE 83356

SPALDING

SETS THE PACE
IN SPORTS

IT'S
SMART TO
BOWL

j
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NSA Course Rating Plan
Nay Be Ready Friday

Committee To Select
Bates Camp Applicant
A Bates freshman will be an applicant for a Danforth Foundation
Scholarship to the American Y*outh
Foundation Camp this summer. The
camp, held during the month of
August at Shelby, Mich., is dedicated, according to a recent 'Bates
News Bureau release, "to the purpose of assisting young people of
capacity in life planning, leadership
training, and balanced four-fold
living."

According to Raymond Moore,
the special committee which is
working out the details of the NSA
course rating system should have
the detailed plan ready by the end
of this week. He hopes that the finished questionnaire, which will give
students a chance to evaluate their
courses at the end of each semester,
will be approved by the student
governments and the administration
by th'e end of the month. The faculty's use of the questionnaire will
be voluntary.

Greet Easter From
Mount David Top

About 100 students and guests
gathered at the foot of Mount David at 7 o clock Sunday morning
for the Easter Sunrise Service. As
the group came up the mountain,
the choir, led by Mr. Waring, sang
Max Bell has detailed information
"All
Hail the Power of Jesus'
The Bates student, either a man
or a woman from the freshman Name", accompanied by Mordecai and application blanks for "Operaclass, will be chosen to apply to at- Berkowitz on the trumpet. The tion Amigos", an NSA summer
tend one of the two-week camping service was led by Hugh Penney program which includes the summer
periods. Forty Danforth Leadership and selections cf poetry were read session at the National University
of Mexico and an extensive trave:
Training Scholarships have been by George Gamble.
reserved for this purpose. TwentyThe order of worship was as fol- program from Monterrey through
five will be awarded to women and lows: call to worship, hymn, "Tim Gualdalajara, Uruapan, Acapulco,
15 to men from the colleges spon- Day of Resurrection", Easter Scrip- Oaxaca, and Tasco to Mexico City.
soring applicants.
ture, "Resurgam" by Moreland, Six different programs provide athymn, "Christ the Lord is Risen tractive and varied opportunities
The committee to chose this colToday",
"Easter
Morning"
by for study and travel in Mexico this
lege's applicant, announced recentBrooks, anthem by
the choir, summer.
ly by President Phillips, includes
Dr. Painter, Mr. Lindholm, Dean "Praise the Father" by Gounod,
Clark-, Miss Robinson, Mary Gibbs, "The Crown and Cross", prayer foland Nelson Home. Mary and lowed by the Lord's Prayer, and
Home are Christian Association of- "The Strife is O'eJ-, the Battle
Won" sung by the choir accomficers.
panied by a brass quintet. The quinThe annual Spring Concert wiil
The applicant, the release stated, tet consisted of Mordecai Berkobe presented by the music departmust be "a student of promise, and witz, Joan
MacCurdy, Cynthia ment April 29, at 8 p. m. in the
have actively participated in the soBlack, Stanley Hall, and Charles chapel. Mr. Waring will direct the
cial and religious life of the cam- Clark.
varied program, which will be built
pus during his or her freshman
Follow.ng the service there were around the orchestra.
year."
coed breakfasts in Rand Hall and
There will be serious selections
Commons. The commitiee for the and folk songs by the chorus. There
service include:! Frances Curry, will be piano selections, a violin
1-iiscilla King. John SutclilTc, Mary- duet, and the finale will be the CorEdge Leckemby, ana Ua;.mond Scn- onation March from Meyerbeers
nett.
"The Prophet".

Spring Concert
Date Is Apr. 29

Maine School
Champs Debate
Nine schools will compete for the
sccondary school debating championship of Maine here this weekend.
Teams will represent Island Falls
High School, Bar Harbor High
School. Orono High School, Old
Town
High School, Waterville
High School, Leavitt Institute of
Turner, Lisbon' High Sciiooi, Edward Little High School of Auburn,
and South Portland High School.
Portland High, last year's champion, did not qualify for the state
championship.
The debates will be in three
rounds, at 3:30 and 7 p. m., Friday,
and 8:35 a. m., Saturday.

Maine Great State
Says Everett Greaton
Mr. Everett Greaton, executive
director of the Maine Development
Commission, was guest speaker in
chapel Monday morning. He was
introduced by Dean Rowe.
In his opening remarks Mr. Greaton asserted that Bates did a great
deal to publicize the State of Maine
through its debate team. Maine he
went on to say was the first State in
the US to establish a Development
Commission. Among its jobs the
commission handles an extensive advertiing program, running close to
S65.000 a year, geological surveys,
publicity stunts to advertise the advantages of the state as a vacation
center and encouraging industries
to come to the state and helping
them to make contacts.

Myhrman Opens Series
On Courtship, Marriage
Sunday evening the Judson meeting opened with a brief worship service led by Jane Osborne. "Making
Christ Alive in the World today
through the deeds of those who call
themselves Christians" was the
theme of Jane's service. Marjori;
Nickerson sang two solos, "I Know
that My Redeemer Liveth" and
"Were You There?"
Dr. Myhrman, as a preliminary
discussion to his series, 'Love,
Courtship, and Marriage", asked the
group to present the questions
which were of greatest interest to
them. Some of these topics which
Dr. Myhrman will discuss on April
24, May 8. and May 15. are "Inex
pensive Dates", "The Importance
of Similar Interests". "Backgrounds
and Religious Beliefs", and "Planned Families".
Lists of these questions which
will 'be discussed in the future are
being printed for those attending
the meetings.

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
PASTRY OF ALL KINDS
Opp. Post Office

Tel. 2-6645

54 ASH STREET

Ball And Chain Club Wives
Offer

Home-Made

Cakes

The Ball and Chain Club is hav
ing a cake sale Thursday, April 21,
from 4 to 6 p. m. in the basement
of Chase Hall. The profits will go
toward the treasury of the club.
The committee for the sale includes
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Johnston, Mr.
and Mrs. Stanford Inman, Mr. and
Mrs. William Norn's, and Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Lonergan.

DUPER
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The outlook, on the other hand,
will be 'brighter for an endless variety of other occupations — ranging from physician, teacher, and librarian to stenographer, automobile mechanic and foundry worker.
Handbook Reports
On 288 Occupations
These conclusions are contained
in a 454-page illustrated Occupational Outlook Handbook, prepared
for Veterans Administration, by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of th_U.S Department of Labor.
The handbook, containing complete reports on 288 occupations by
which Americans earn their living,
brings together for the first time in
one volume an extensive compilation of outlook information on jobs
that range from the professions to
farming.

The newspaper reporting field is
"somewhat overcrowded at present," the handbook says. "In the
long run. opportunities in newspaper
work will probably continue to be
limited, but some expansion in related fields is expected."
A good many openings for radio
announcers will occur in the near
future, but competition "is likely to
be keen, particularly in large cities,"
the handbook states. It advises newcomers to apply for jobs with small
stations.

Prospective FBI agents will have
a difficult time entering the field,
for, according to the publication,
there are more job-seekers than
openings. "Some few openings are
in prospect" for federal police and
detectives, it adds.
The personnel field is "overcrowded at present." according to
the handbook. "Long-run employment trend is slowly upward, but
keen competition for entry jobs is
likely
to continue for several
years."
Doctors, Teachers
Have Good Chance

The report on each occupation
Following are several of the many
describes the job and gives data or. occupations the handbook reports
the chances for employment, train- will offer good employment oppor
ing and
qualifications required, tunities for the next few years:
earnings and working conditions.
Physicians: Opportunities are exThe handbooks are available to cellent for those who gain admisthe public, at $1.75, from the Su- sion to medical school. The need
perintendent of Documents, US for doctors is greatest in rural
Government Printing Office, Wash- areas.
ington 25, D. C.
Teachers: Best opportunities are
for kindergarten and elementary
school teachers. Shortages at those
levels are expected to continue for
Although each year sees some a longer period than at higher
openings for qualified airline hos- grade levels.
tesses, the handbook states that
Librarians: Immediate employ"considerable competition" exists ment opportunities are "very good"
for the jobs. It predicts that al- for professionally trained persons.
though .employment of airline hos- New entrants should find jobs with
tesses will rise, the total number of ease for at least several years.
jobs will continue to be relatively
Secretaries and stenographers:
small.
Well-trained workers will find good
Most, other aviation occupations employment prospects in the immealso arc overcrowded and are ex- diate future. Long-run employpected to remain so for some time, ment trend is upward.
the publication points out.
Aviation, Newspaper, Police,
Personnel Outlook Bleak

Cosmetics

Career-minded girls from 209
colleges enrolled last year for
Gibbs secretarial training.
Write College Course Dean for
placement report booklet,
"Gibbs Girls at Work."

KATHARINE GIBBS
90 Marlborouih St.. BOSTON 16
■ 55 Aniell St. PROVIDENCE i

COMPLETE "BACHELOR" SERVICE"

COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN
LEWISTON
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Take Your
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CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St. Store

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW

Convenient To The Campus

Admits Men and Women
Day, Evening and Graduate Programs

Mlvgistrut ion — Sept. 12 to M49 Iff Ift
Early application is necessary
47 MT. VERNON STREET

JOY

INN

ERNIE'S MARKET

BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS

Closest Spot to Campus

Telephone KEnmore 6-5800

mmm BaaBtaagaBMBBB B ---■■■............ T^
Phone 2-6926 to Place Orders

PALAJROOA
STECKINO HOTEL
104 MIDDLE STREET

Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.

DOKIE^ DANCE
Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

Orchestra Fri. & Sat. - 8-12
No Cover - No Minimum

•—.

Specializing in
Smart New
ITALIAN - AMERICAN
FOOD

. . .

SPORT

Long Sleeve

SHIRTS

In wanted colors

-

washable

Sizes 14-17
STEAKS - CHOPS

$4.95

PIZZA PIES
Phone 4-4041
TeL 4-4151

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston
Coyrrijfc 1SX9. Um « Urui Toncco Co.

IBflBI
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Toilet Supplies

On Certification
Erno Hou-ton
cott.
Commissioner of yt..
in the State of Main,- a,ldr
Future Teacher Of A,„
12, in regard to rcr
'ifica.,
teaching in Main,-.

-

O

"The purpose ,,f f
<-rti6,
stated Mr. Scott,
S t0
?•
that the children of,'
secondary school !,
»ii:
better chance in
through allowing „„,
,
pie to teach."
'
"6f\
Mr. Scott declared that
tion per se do,-- not guara^l
the person hold
|
necessarily a got ; tea(
does require that the p(r'' **l
certain basic qualifies,!^ •.
will aid and gjV( hi|]] ' %|
chance of becoming a g0J ^ I
Certification, then, j;
'?
which helps to a rc-rtai/
'*
n
•
in*
though it does :.
screen^
teachers from the ',a,|
one;
serts that the recipient
cate ha> the ability to
NBSJ
children, the -peaker -aid.

Several other organizations have
already sent representatives to the
campus to recruit students. These
include the American Friends Society, Sears-Roebuck, Travelers Insurance Company, and Boy Scouts
of America.
American Friends is interested in
candidates for summer projects and
for foreign service positions. ExpeIn conclusion, ,\[r. $c
rience in this'work would be valed fully the qualifications
uable to sociology or psychology
for certification in tne
majors.
Maine, and answered all*.
an
Sears-Roebuck is offering store concerning certification
management training jobs for men various FTA members. "^
starting at $50 or $55 a week, deA short business rneefc
pending on whether or not the canheld following Mr. Scof-fl^ i
didate is married. Small increase;
to elect officers for the *
in pay are made up to the end of year, who arc: Pre^ ,
the two-year training period, after Dunn:
i ice-president,
which pay and promotion depend on
Somerville; and secretary!
individual assignments.
Madeline Pi.l,bury. The'con^
This year the Travelers Insurance- chairman and program
wituinj. I
Company is in need of Group In- will be elected at
a later
surance Field Service representa- incoming senior ana
junior FT J
tives who serve as a liaison between members.
home office and field branches. The
starting pay is good, approximately public relations vacancy.
$2,800. The company is also reThe Boy Scouts of Aaiericit I
cruiting for mathematitions, clerical vacancies in the east tor .iroits* I
workers, actuarial and other office f.l sconttW with startn.g p ,k
d
positions, and has one publicity or $2,500 to $3,000.
-■■

Boston Tea Store
S. S. Woodbury, Prop.

Fancy

Groceries

fluty tyM

and

Confectionery

Tel. 4-8.132

249 Main St.

TeL 2-7351
79 Lisbon St

. . . to . . .

SABATTUS STREET

A Good Friday service, climaxing
Holy Week, was held in chapel Friday. April 15. The service consisted
of the rendition of the Sacred Cantata by Pergolesi by the choir.
The three choruses, sung by the
choir, were Chorus 1, "See yon
mother bow'd in anguish": Chorus
5. "Thou Eternal! God the Father";
and Chorus 8. "Lordl! We pray
Thee save Thy people". Chorus 5
consisted of a duet with the chorus
sung by Marily Deston, soprano,
and Marjorie Nickerson, contralto.
Two Bible selections were read
by Elsbeth Thomes and Stanley
Moody. The first was a reading
from St. Matthew and the second
from St. John. Mr. Sampson offered
a prayer

"We Are Never Undersold"

One Stop

COOPER'S

Choir Leads At
Friday Chapel

WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS

SCHOOL OF LAW

HOOPER!

the accusations made against certain persons of being Communists.
Dr. Myhrman stressed the defin:tion of Marxism, pointing out that
present day Communism is far from
the basic theories advocated by
Marx.

AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

2X Part An.. NEW YORK 17
(1 E.Superior St .CHICAGO II

Representatives of the GeneralElectric and Procter & Gamble
Companies will visit the Bates can-

pus this week to
graduates, Prof. Bartlett, placement
director, has announced.
The General Electric representative will interview women who have
majored in mathematics, or mathematics and physics. The pay for tinwork last year was $51.40 for a
forty-hour week at the end of m:e
months, above the usual pay for
women in most lines *f work. The
work is carried on at Pittsfield,
Mass. The supervisor of business
training from Schencctady is exIn his talk Dr. Myhrman spoke
pected at a future date, according
of the political doctrine advocated
by Karl Marx. Emphasizing the dif- to Bartlett.
The Procter & Gamble Company
ferences of the original Marxist
theory, and present day Commu- is sending a representative to the
nism, he quoted several current ar- Bates campus for the first time in
ticles concerning the Communist many years. The company is offertrials here in the United States and ing sales positions for men.

DANCING NIGHTLY
.
8-12

Fordham University
NEW YORK
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
CO-KDUCATIONAL
Member Assn. of American
Law Schools
Matriculants must be College Graduates and present full transcript of
College record.
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 26, 1949
For furtner information address
Registrar Fordham University
School of Law
J02 Broadway. New York 7, N. Y.

Dr. Myhrman was guest speaker
at last Tuesday's meeting of the
Gould Internationa! Relations Club.
The sociology department head
spoke on Marxism an! modern day
Communism.
Newly-elected President Austin
Jones opened the sfiorl business
meeting which preceded Dr. Mvhrman's speech. The new officers, introduced to the.club by Jones, are:
Vice-president, Theodore Cushner;
Secretary, Anders Krai; Treasurer,
Shirley Freeman. During the business meeting plans for adding
funds to the club's treasury were
discussed.

Carroll Cut Rate

Tel. 4-6459

COOPER'S HAVE A
—

Many of the jobs which interest
young people — such as airplane
pilot, airline hostess, newspaper reporter, radio announcer, FBI agent,
personnel worker, and Diesel mechanic — will 'be relatively hard to
find during the next several years.

BATES
HOTEL

AS HAMBURGERS ARE RATED . . .

SUPER

Mrhrman Gives Talk National Company Representative, i
Job Outlook Bleak In Many Areas, OB
Nanism At IRC Interview Job Seekers This Week
Labor Department Handbook Reports
FTA Hears L

Lewistal

